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THE 10th
EFIL VOLUNTEER
SUMMER SUMMIT
a bit of Icelandic flavour. There will be moments
directly linked to the theme, moments
The biggest gathering of AFS volunteers in Eu- dedicated to learning about Iceland, morope, the VSS brings together around 200 AF- ments to give back to our host communiSers committed to discussing a specific and ties, and moments to have a laugh together.
AFS-relevant topic, hence strengthening our
network and recommitting its members to the The VSS has a lot to offer but the best way to
ensure a successful event is having everyone
AFS mission.
take ownership of their experience. One of the
AFS Iceland will host this year’s VSS, which will most important thing everyone can do is take
take place in Hellishólar and have equal oppor- advantage of the hundreds of volunteers prestunities and inclusion as its overarching theme. ent at the VSS to plant a seed, develop an idea,
The Summit gives volunteers the chance to ex- share a best practice, create a project, connect
plore a topic relevant for our organisations and to people, bring something home. We hope to
our volunteer work, and to develop ideas and see many participants leaving Iceland motivated
concrete projects to implement back home. to bring on concrete changes within AFS and soAs usual, the 4-day programme offers many ciety.
possibilities for all volunteers to learn, share, discuss, create, relax and have fun, all the while with Looking forward to seeing you all there!

The Volunteer Summer Summit is back!
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THE THEME:
“AFS Intercultural Programs is an international, voluntary, non-governmental, nonprofit organization that provides intercultural learning opportunities to help people develop the knowledge, skills, and understanding needed to create a more
just and peaceful world”, states our mission, acknowledging that “[…] peace is a
dynamic concept threatened by injustice, inequity, and intolerance”.
It never gets old to quote the mission, you’re
thinking ― and it’s true. But it is not a repetition
for its own sake; it is out of the need to continuously negotiate our mission in order to understand it properly in the time and the changing
environment in which we act. During this year’s
VSS we will focus on Equal Opportunities, one
of the keys to a just world. However, in times of
global megatrends such as globalisation, urbanisation and climate change, equal opportunities
are increasingly challenged.

political issues of inequality, or is it not? Aren’t
we depoliticising anti-racism by praising difference as a cultural trait? And finally, do we really
contribute to a more just world or do we further
perpetuate injustice and inequalities by going
with the flow in the system that creates and reproduces them?

There are many theoretical and practical approaches to equal opportunities. Long story
short, equal opportunities refer to absence of
discrimination based on personal, and largely
involuntary, traits including gender, sex, sexual
orientation, ethnic origin, religious background,
disability, age, and socioeconomic status. Equal
opportunities stipulates open access to offices,
admissions, and participation in the society in
general for all its individuals. Nonetheless legal
and structural barriers still persist that hamper
individuals and groups from enjoying a fairplaying environment in which everyone gets the
same chance to achieve. While mechanisms to
ensure fairness and inclusion can help achieve
equal opportunities, each and every individual
in society needs to commit in order for an inclusive environment to flourish.
And what do we in AFS mean when we speak of
equal opportunities? What concept of equality
underlies our discussions? How are we ensuring equal opportunities within and outside of
the organisation? How inclusive are we? We like
to speak of ourselves as a diverse organisation,
but if we look at our stakeholders, aren’t we at
the most homogeneously diverse? Is our language of (cultural) diversity helping us address

A wise human once said that educators should
consider that they have failed in their job unless
they managed to instil some trace of a divine
dissatisfaction with our miserable social environment. AFSers (be it participants, volunteers,
families or staff members) represent powerful forces of change, but only once we are fully
aware of the power geometry we operate in – of
our positioning within the system, which comes

we initiate long-lasting change. In all our work,
we aim to challenge people’s view of the world
and help them transition to a different perspective, one that would ultimately foster change
in behaviour towards more open-mindedness,
tolerance with regards to ambiguity and inclusiveness. This year’s VSS will have participants
reflect precisely on this.
The discussion does need to go beyond already
existing discourses. Let’s dare to question ourselves and see what we can come up with to
benefit AFS and positively contribute to the environment in which we operate. Until then, share
your views on our many VSS channels – we are
excited about your input!

“THE MOST
DANGEROUS
PHRASE IN THE
LANGUAGE IS
‘WE’VE ALWAYS
DONE IT THIS
WAY’.”
- Rear Admiral Grace Hopper
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THE PREP-MEETING
for a better reading experience play the Star Wars theme song in the background
Landing in Iceland in the middle of January is
like arriving on the ice planet of Hoth (‘Empire
strikes back’ anyone?): snow, machineries moving around, men and women in heavy coats and
a small group of people that, worried about the
unrest in the rest of the universe, wants to organise a big gathering of rebels ready to stand
up for equal opportunities and find concrete solutions for a better, peaceful world.
Our first meeting was at the AFS Office for the
“team” part of the prep-team meeting. We had a
lovely dinner, way too much Icelandic ice cream,
a cheesy breakfast in 10am-Icelandic morning
pitch darkness and finally a journey through the
clouds (literally) to reach the venue of EFIL’s 10th
Volunteer Summer Summit. Once in Hellishólar,
we talked about our expectations and fears
(#volcanos), and began the “prep” part of the
prep-team meeting. We discussed the theme,
what equal opportunities means to us, and
our aim and objectives for the event. We also
worked on the programme outline and decided
on the many next steps leading up to the VSS
in August. There were logo chats, website chats,
community project chats, herald chats, good-

bye party chats, sustainability chats, and many,
many budget chats – but we also had some “this
food is great chats”, “it’s cold even in the hot tub
chats” and “look at the northern lights chats”.
As we worked and we planned and we spoke we
got to know each other better and fell in love
with our host country – it has so much to offer to
make this VSS meaningful and fun. While in one
part of the world a new era of politics was inaugurated (luckily we had a couple of drinks and
didn’t take President Trump’s inaugural speech
too seriously), in Iceland we were committing to
making this a thought-provoking event, and one
that will renew our rejection of the dark side and
strengthen our work against the politics of hate
and discrimination.
We concluded our meeting with a final dinner
(#prepping-makes-you-hungry) and a ride back
to the base of Hoth, aka Keflavík Airport, knowing that soon we’d be together again with 200
other rebellious volunteers ready to take on the
fight to bring peace to our universe.
May the Force of inclusion be with us!

WHY YOU SHOULD COME TO
THE VSS IN ICELAND

Most of you are already aware that the
Volunteer Summer Summit is an incredible
event full of learning, sharing, fun and
AFS friendships. But let us point out some
other perks of attending the VSS in Iceland. If you join us here in August, you will
be able to:

•

Make Icelanders frown by calling skyr “yogurt”;

•

Meet trolls and elves;

•

Enjoy ice-cream with people that love it
insanely;

•

Drink the most delicious tap water;

•

Learn a few words in Icelandic (great if you
•
want to show off and amaze);

•

Learn to pronounce and see Eyjafjallajökull
•
(we will be very close);

•

Fill your phone’s memory with thousands of •
pictures of the beautiful nature and wilderness;
•
Make your lungs happy with the fresh Ice•
landic air;

Catch up on your Eurovision knowledge - Icelanders will gladly tell you all about it;

•

See swimming pools in every little town and •
possibly enjoy a dip in one;

•

Learn to walk in all kinds of strong wind;

Participate in the celebrations of AFS
Iceland´s 60th anniversary and join the party that is being organized right after the VSS,
on the evening of the 19th of august!

•

Make Icelanders frown by calling their cute •
horses “ponies”;

Discuss equal opportunities in the country
with the smallest gender gap in the world.

•

Call everybody by their first name - no matter how formal the occasion is;
Give knitting a try;

Discover your inner viking;
Enjoy the midnight sun with AFS friends;
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FUND YOUR FEE!
We have heard stories of volunteers that are so dedicated to attending the VSS
that they cut down their heating this winter to save money for their VSS fund. Even
though this is maybe not a suitable solution for everybody, we give A for effort
and we strongly recommend you don’t lose faith once you see this year’s fees. Yes,
they are high, but we believe that there are solutions out there to fund them. We
did expect this VSS to be rather on the expensive side compared to the past as
cost of living in Iceland is high, though we didn’t expect the Euro to depreciate
against the Icelandic Krona by more than 20% over the past 12 months. Are you
interested? Then read on!
•

Participate fully in all the funding campaigns that will be
launched by the VSS team. If everybody gets their friends and
grandparents to buy a postcard in the crowdfunding, we will
be able to lower the fees!

•

Share the campaigns and multiply our crowdfunding efforts
exponentially!

•

Stay tuned on the VSS Facebook page – we will post funding
news there.

•

Do research. There might be a special fund just to encourage young people from your country to go to Iceland and
talk about equality... I mean – Who knows? At least you
won’t, unless you look for it!

•

Search for keywords such as: #youth #event #funding
#sponsor #*name of your country* #training #equality
#equal opportunities #Iceland #grants and see if there are
any possibilities on magic Google.

•

Check at your work or school. Are there any funding opportunities there? Some trade unions sponsor trips on educational courses – the VSS could be one of them!

•

Is there an equality fund in your country? Find it, apply for it!

•

Is there a youth fund in your country? Find it, apply for it!

•

Is there another AFS organization than yours that might be
interested in supporting your organization with volunteer
training? Check it out!

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE
LAND OF ICE AND FIRE
The VSS’ers of 2017 will have a unique opportunity to experience the beauty of Iceland. August is a great time for a visit and the possibilities are countless. Being located right under the
well known Eyjafjallajökull, the venue has many
things to offer – from walks to hikes to horse
riding to enjoying a peaceful moment in nature.
Hellishólar is also located in the exciting South
of Iceland, a very popular region to discover and
experience.
The team behind this Summer Summit has
partnered up with Iceland’s biggest platform for
travel services, Guide to Iceland, who is going to
offer you the best deal no matter what you want
to do while in Iceland – all the while guaranteeing
that a substantial share of what you pay goes to
the VSS fund. This will help reduce participation
fees or grant a few VSS scholarships.
As Guide to Iceland has it all covered (including your transfer from Reykjavik International
Airport and accommodation downtown), do
use our VSS link for your bookings – click here:
https://guidetoiceland.is/book-trips-holiday/vss2017?a=73663 to see opportunities and deals

unique to the VSS crowd. Of course you’re welcome to share the link with any friends, family or
enemies of yours planning to travel to Iceland
this year – it will make our fundraising jar fat and
happy. You can even rent a car through our deal
with Guide to Iceland – just click here: https://
guidetoiceland.is/iceland-car-rentals?a=73663
Finally, Guide to Iceland stroke special deals for
affordable accommodation in Reykjavik (see below). To reserve accommodation at these hostels or any other location in Reykjavík, simply
contact vss@guidetoiceland.is and they will help
you with your booking. You can also email them
any travel related questions and their service
team will gladly help you.
REYKJAVÍK DOWNTOWN
10 bed dorm
4 bed dorm
2 bed dorm
		
REYKJAVÍK CITY HOSTEL
4-5 bed dorm
2 bed dorm

10530 isk
13392 isk
18576 isk
11147 isk
27395 isk
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YOU CAN APPLY NOW!
The application for this year’s volunteer summer
summit opened on the 15th of February on our
homepage. Click here to register:

www.efilsummersummit.org
To take your first step of the registration process go
to the tab called “My Summit” and fill in your e-mail
address and date of birth (you will need it exactly as
keyed in when returning to your registration later)
and choose a password that you can remember for
further access. Then fill out the form, double check
the information and submit your registration. Your
application will be confirmed by your national AFS
partner office and you will receive a notice when you
can proceed with your registration.

ROADMAP TO THE VSS
1. APPLY

2. CONFIRMATION

3. REGISTRATION

It only takes a few minutes to register for the VSS – head to the VSS
website and log on to My Summit. Once you have filled in all the required information, you will receive an e-mail from EFIL confirming
your registration and outlining the cancellation policy.
Your national AFS organisation has to confirm your application and
that you are a volunteer. Your office may shortlist which volunteers
they sponsor. Make sure to ask your AFS organisation about this
– and if you can’t participate to the VSS because you did not get a
scholarship, you should let us know by sending a cancellation email
to valentina.milanese@afs.org. Only cancellations to valentina.milanese@afs.org are valid. After your AFS organisation has confirmed
your application, you’ll get a confirmation email from us.
As soon as you receive your confirmation email, you have to fill in
the online registration form through My Summit. At this stage you
can select your accommodation and inform about dietary restrictions, or anything really.

You can pay through bank transfer or PayPal.

4. PAY

5. BOOK TRAVEL

Please inform us of your confirmed travel details and make sure to
keep ALL receipts and tickets for your travels to and from the venue as you will need to hand them in once you arrive at the VSS.

After receiving a payment confirmation email, and only at this stage,
you can sign up for workshops.

6. FINISH REGISTRATION

If the final registration is done correctly, you will get an email with
the final confirmation including your workshops and room type.

7. FINAL CONFIRMATION

THE VSS IN ICELAND, AUGUST 13-18
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MAKING A JOURNEY OUT OF
YOUR JOURNEY TO THE VSS
VSS aficionados would certainly remember that at
this point in the Herald they’d read about cool, alternative, possibly green ways to travel to the venue.
In fact, flying to Iceland is not the only option, and
making your way by ferry is entirely possible – weekly
direct connections exist between the north of Denmark and eastern Iceland, the direct trip takes about
48 hours, or longer depending on how long you want
to wander in the Faroe Islands on your way (check
out smyrilline.com for details). If you dare the adventure, we’ll surely reward you (just bear in mind that
the venue is another 8-hour drive from your arrival
port in Iceland). If sustainability and adventure are
your cup of tea but ships aren’t, then head to northern Scotland by train or coach or hitch-hiking (yes,
the no hitch-hiking rule doesn’t apply to volunteers)
and hop on the next Reykjavik-bound flight from Aberdeen – at only 1,340 kilometers it’s the shortest
hop from Europe.
As you would have figured out already, this year’s
venue is indeed quite remote and our gut feeling
tells us most will likely find themselves in a cramped
seat aboard a boring aircraft. Flights from Europe
to Iceland are 2-3 thousand kilometers (compared
to 500 km for the average intra-Europe flight), so
they’re clearly more expensive that what we’re used
to. However finding an economical option is not impossible and many more airlines fly to Iceland that
you’d ever think (click here for the full list with destinations).
Travelling cheap will require some planning. After a
quick search it seems that flying from England (London, Bristol and Manchester), Oslo, Copenhagen
and Amsterdam is the cheapest option. Our readers
from Central and Eastern Europe will be happy to
hear that Wizz Air has recently begun, or is scheduled to soon begin, flying to Reykjavik from a lot of
airports in its network, making it possible to fly nonstop to Iceland from many places in Poland as well
as from Lithuania, Budapest and Prague.
Finding a cheap flight will likely need you remain
flexible with your travel dates and be happy with a
longer journey than the shortest one possible, but
Iceland is not the kind of weekend destination yet,
so spending some extra time in the country may

be a great idea after all. It may also be nice to combine your VSS with visiting a new city in Europe you
wouldn’t normally go to – it all adds up to the adventure. If travelling to the airport is a journey in itself, check out seat61.com to find out about cheap
ways to travel across Europe by train (you can find
good deals with Deutsche Bahn – all you need to do
is make sure you journey connects in Germany at
some point) or busradar.com for international bus
services through the continent.
Finally, we suggest you head to skyscanner.net and
start looking for the cheapest way to travel for you –
select ‘whole month’ to get an overview of fares and
then check different departure airports to see what’s
most convenient for you. Oh, remember that some
airlines proudly charge you for everything – including your hand luggage – so do check different options before hitting the book button. Exciting travels!

ICELAND’S PATH TO
ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENCY
While travelling to Iceland will definitely increase
your carbon footprint, your stay in Iceland will likely
reduce it. Iceland may not be the most sustainable
country to travel to, as even opting for a charming
ferry journey will likely involve a significant amount of
fossil fuels emissions. If flying is the only option you
have to make your way to the most remote country in
Europe, don’t feel too bad about it – your ecological
footprint during your time on the island will be lower
than it has ever been. If you did not read this article
and didn’t know about this already, you would still
find out right after stepping off the plane at Reykjavik
International Airport – shiny posters proudly inform
visitors that Iceland is almost entirely powered by renewable energy. Yet while making your way to downtown Reykjavik you won’t spot many solar panels or
wind turbines. This shouldn’t sound too surprising
– solar panels won’t make many Icelanders warm
during the cold and dark winters, and wind turbines
will probably ruin the spectacular and untouched
landscapes most of us associate Iceland with. Most
importantly, Iceland needs neither.
Iceland’s main energy sources are hydropower and
geothermal. Hydropower is not unique to Iceland,
and other countries heavily rely on it for their energy
demand – Switzerland, for instance, powers 80% of
its dense railway network through water-drop. Geothermal, however, is special to Iceland, and it does
great things. Not only is it used to generate electricity, it serves as the main source of heating for 90%
of Icelandic homes, heats up water so that you don’t
feel bad enjoying a hot tub while watching the northern lights (like this year’s VSS prep-team did), melts
snow off footpaths in winter, and grows bananas
and watermelons no matter the season.

Small-scale entrepreneurs were pivotal in the development of sustainable energy sourcing, and geothermal power systems were an entrepreneurial
project themselves. It all started early last century
with an Icelandic farmer putting together a rather
primitive system through which they used hot water
from the ground to heat up their farm. Drilling technology from the oil industry was later brought in to
access deeper and hotter water, therefore allowing
for larger-scale geothermal systems used to heat up
entire communities. The government also played an
important role in subsidising geothermal research
and drilling, providing cost recovery for failed projects. Finally, by focusing on large-scale hydropower
development Iceland was in a position to offer energy at low price to large international companies,
which meant big companies set up business in Iceland, greatly contributing to diversifying the economy and to Iceland’s prosperity.

Iceland being a champion of renewable energies is
a quite recent phenomenon, and rather than being
the result of unconditional love for our planet it has
been driven by economic reasons. Up until the early
1970s Iceland relied mostly on imports of fossil fuels
for its energy demand. However in the midst of oil
price shocks other European countries looked south
and stroke deals with North African colonels and
kings so as to have their energy needs met, while
Iceland turned to renewables and to becoming soon
as good as energy self-sufficient.

Iceland is an inspiring example of what is possible
and one that reminds the world that not only rich
developed countries are able to overcome the barriers for a green transition – in the 1970s the UN still
classified Iceland as a developing country. Transportation and fishing are the only activities still relying on
imported fossil fuels; Iceland’s plan to use geothermal electricity to split hydrogen from water and to
use it to power vehicles and fishing trawlers is likely
to make Iceland fully energy self-sufficient and powered entirely by renewables 10-20 years from now.
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